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1 Introduction

This report describes a new meal planning system. Three fundamental elements are considered in
our system. Firstly, it provides versatile plans based on the requirements of users. We consider only
those recipes which satisfy two different nature of constraints set by the user: the time constraint for
each slot and the presence/absence of a particular ingredient. For example, the user can specify that
lunch on Tuesday should take less than 20 minutes and should not include any dairy products. After
filtering the recipes based on these constraints, we intelligently extract recipes from the database
which maximise the nutritional value of the suggested recipes. The user can tweak these nutritional
values, e.g. a user may specify a higher minimum protein intake for the week. Such flexibility
makes the service more personalized. Visualization is the other critical element of our system. It
can quantify and visualize the nutrition intake (calories, salt, protein, and more), which is especially
helpful for those who suffer from medical ailments and need precise tracking. Moreover, the service
automatically generates a shopping list based on the weekly recommendation, helping users plan
groceries. The successful implementation of this system will significantly assist people living away
from home, such as students, who often prioritize academics and extracurricular over their food
habits, leading to detrimental effects on their health.

2 Problem Definition

We want to recommend recipes for the week based on users’ preferences of nutritional content, time
it takes to make the recipe, and ingredients.
More specifically, we have a database of recipes D obtained from [12]. Each recipe with id i is
characterised by the time it takes to prepare ti, the nutritional content ni ∈ Rd and a set of
ingredients Gi. Here, d is the number of nutritional parameters we plan to track. The week is
divided into K slots. We ask the user to input the available time ak for each slot in the week. We
allow the user to filter recipes according to presence and/or absence of ingredients for each slot. Let
the filtered set for slot k be denoted by Dk. Also, let N ∈ Rd denote the optimal nutrition values.
By default, we set N based on recommendations in scientific studies [6].
Given these constraints, we want to find a set of recipe ids yk for k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K} such that:

• tyk ≤ ak for k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K} [Time constraint]

• Gyk ⊆ Dk for k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K} [Ingredient constraint]

• ||
∑k=K

k=1 nyk −N ||2 is minimised [Maximise nutritional content]

3 Related works

Humans make decisions on their daily diet based on various factors, including time availability,
ingredient availability, price, nutrition [15][10], medical chronic disease such as diabetes [2], age
[1], and many more. Junk food is an attractive solution that saves time but is detrimental to
the consumer’s health [4]. On the other hand, balanced meals often require diverse ingredients,
which may be impractical for students on a budget (both in terms of time and money). Hence,
it is essential to balance the practicality of the suggestions (time and availability of ingredients)
with the nutritional value. This necessitates a non-trivial optimization over the space of available
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recipes. In order to avoid repeated meals, Aljbawi et al. [3] developed a recommendation system
to generate meal recipes based on GPT-2, a language model to text mine the information from
recipes. Salvador et al. [13] reported a novel approach to predict possible ingredients from the
image of recipes. Brunstrom et al. [5] conducted research on human digestion and came up with a
meal size control method. Hong et al. [8] focused on food nutrition and built a NutriSonic web expert
system for meal management. Similar work [9] was also conducted by Hsiao, who built SmartDiet to
generate healthy meal plans for users. It also provided restaurant suggestions. However, although
those previous works are impressive, they are too specialized for only a few people. The impact of
our meal planning system gives more leeway to let users determine which factors they care about
most and can be widely used by people at all levels.
Current meal planners offer sets of recipes which are balanced (eMeals, Eat This Much, Tastes Better
from Scratch). [11] explores a surge of recipe discovery advancements with recent technological
advancements. [14] considers user group preferences also as a constraint. [7] uses similar constraints
as ours, but it requires a comprehensive knowledge of nutritional requirements. However, current
solutions do not consider the time required to cook meals. This makes it unsuitable for students
since they face a severe time crunch. In general, healthy meals tend to be cooked, which takes
time, as opposed to junk food which can be readily consumed. Hence, our approach is the first to
incorporate the time constraint into the optimization framework natively.

4 Proposed Method

4.1 Algorithm

Given a set of recipes Dk for slot k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}, we need to pick a recipe with id yk ∈ Sk for slot
k such that

∑k=K
k=1 nyk ≈ N i.e. we meet the nutritional constraints. Formally,

y1, y2, ..., yK = argmin
x1∈D1,...,xK∈DK

||
k=K∑
k=1

nxk
−N ||2 (1)

Error(y1, y2, ..., yK) = ||
k=K∑
k=1

nyk −N ||2 (2)

To find the best solution, we need to consider all possible |D1| × |D2| × ...|Dk| combinations of the
recipes and find the one whose aggregate nutritional vector is closest to N . We define closesness
using the simple L2 norm. This approach is not scalable and infeasible for our current dataset.

To tackle this, we propose the following sampling-based approach:

1. For each slot, randomly sample a fixed fraction fk of recipes from Dk (fk can be fixed for all
k). Call this set D′

k.
E.g. if f1 = 0.1 and |Dk| = 1000, then |D′

k| = 100.

2. Find optimal solution for these subsets i.e. try out all possible D′
1×D′

2×...×D′
K combinations.

3. We can repeat this multiple times (say W times) with different subsets and pick the best
solution with the least L2 norm.

There are two advantages of the above method over non-sampling strategies which other apps use
and run in fixed time:
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• We can control the trade-off between error and time by adjusting the fraction fk; increasing
fk will decrease error but will take more time to compute. Hence, depending on the available
compute resources, we can adjust the time it takes to run the algorithm.

• Multiple instances of the algorithm can be run in parallel. More instances decreases the error
of the solution. In other words, we can spawn threads carrying out steps 1-3 above, collect all
the solutions and report the best. The more threads we run, the lower the final error.

4.2 Visualization

We have implemented a web app that takes in user input, calls the API/algorithm, and returns
a view of recipes for the week. This is better than other apps because we return data in a clean,
organized manner where users can click on each recipe to find out all of its information.
NutriFive has 4 views: Constraint (Figure 1), Week (Figure 2), Recipe (Figure 3), Shopping List
(Figure 4). Each view is decribed in the caption below the corresponding figure.

Figure 1: Constraint view: Users can add ingredients which should be included or excluded from
the recipes for each slot. Moreover, the user also specifices an average time tk for slot k (multiple
of 5). To restrict the size of the subset of dataset, we consider all recipes in the 10-minute range
[tk − 5, tk + 5].

Figure 2: Week view: The suggested recipes are displayed in a grid of cards with 3 columns (3 meals
per day) and 7 rows (1 row for each day). Name of the recipe, time taken and calories are displayed
as a short summary. Users can click on the card to open up the recipe view.
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Figure 3: Recipe view: This displays the name, ingredients, nutritional value, steps and tags for
the chosen recipe.

Figure 4: Shopping List view: We aggregate the ingredients of all the recipes suggested by the
algorithm and display it as a list. Users can reorder the ingredients, check them off the list or filter
ingredients according to recipes.
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5 Experiments/Evaluation

Figure 5: We plot the ratio of L2 error of computed solution to optimal solution for each set of
workers. Firstly, as the number of workers increases, the ratio goes down, indicating that more
workers decreases the error. This is expected since more workers will capture different random
subsets of the dataset and by picking the best solution from the optimal solutions for each subset,
we will get a more accurate solution. Secondly, as the fraction f increases, the error goes down.
Note that the X-axis is on the log scale. Hence, depending on the computational constraints, we
can appropriately choose the value of f to keep the error below a certain constraint. The yellow
curve corresponds to time taken by each worker. Note that it’s y-axis (on the left) is on log scale.
The slope is 3, thereby validating our hypothesis that runtime is O(nk) where k = 3 and n varies
linearly with f .

To test the validity of the algorithm, we vary two parameters: the number of workers W and sam-
pling fraction fk (= f i.e. same for all slots). The target nutritional vector N is the same for all
settings. On running the algorithm, we obtain a prediction y1, y2, ..., yK for each of the K slots.
The error of this solution is computed using equation 2. It is divided by the L2 error of the optimal
solution i.e. the solution when fk = 1 or when all recipes in the database are used. We then plot
this ratio as a function of f and W . Results given in figure 5.
Along with the error, we also plot the average time taken by each worker to compute the optimal
solution. If k slots has n recipes each, time taken is approximately nk since we have these many
combinations. In our case, k = 3 since we find optimal combination for each day (3 meals). n varies
linearly with the fraction f .

We distributed a prototype of our app among 10 potential end-users and gathered their feedback on
the usefulness of features and ease of use through a survey. The results of the survey are presented
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below:

Figure 6: Results from our user survey among 10 students

Hence, the survey results indicate that users were happy with the implementation.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a meal planning service which takes into account both time and
ingredient constraints set by the user. Drawing from a large database of recipes, the service returns
a weekly plan so as to maximise the nutritional value of the suggested recipes. The sampling based
approach allows us to control the trade-off between accuracy of suggestions and time to run the
algorithm. The majority of our user testers were satisfied with the implementation.
The work can be extended by improving the UI so as to allow the users to move around recipes,
add custom recipes to the dataset and track the user’s preferences over time so that the service
can suggest personal recommendations. Another interesting extension is to incorporate a feasibility
score for the recipe based on popularity of the ingredients.
All team members have contributed a similar amount of effort.
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